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Quantum-mechanical simulation of MgAl2O4 under high pressure
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The equations of state and phase diagrams of the cubic spinel and two high-pressure polymorphs of
MgAl2O4 have been investigated up to 65 GPa using density functional theory, the space-filling polyhedral
partition of the unit cell, and the static approximation. Energy-volume curves have been obtained for the spinel
phase, the recently observed calcium ferrite-type and calcium titanite-type phases, and the MgO1a-Al2O3

mixture. Zero-pressure unit lengths and compressibilities are well described by the theoretical model, that
predicts static bulk moduli about 215 GPa for all the high-pressure forms. Computed equations of state are also
in good agreement with the most recent experimental data for all compounds and polymorphs considered. We
do not find a continuous pressure-induced phase sequence but the static simulations predict that the oxide
mixture, the ferrite phase, and the titanite phase become more stable than the spinel form at 15, 35, and 62 GPa,
respectively. A microscopic analysis in terms of polyhedral and bond compressibilities leads to identify the
ionic displacements accompanying the phase transformations and to an appealing interpretation of the spinel
response to compression.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.224114 PACS number~s!: 64.60.2i, 71.15.Nc, 61.50.Ks, 61.50.Lt
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decades there has been an increasing intere
understanding the high-pressure behavior of MgAl2O4. This
technologically important compound crystallizes in the cu
spinel structure at normal conditions. Besides its electro
applications and prototypical character for cerami
MgAl2O4 plays a significant role in geophysics1 as one of the
early condensed minerals and a common constituent of
shallow upper mantle. The elastic behavior of its polymorp
can be used to predict seismic velocities, and some o
high-pressure forms have been proposed as constituen
shock-metamorphosed meteorites.

Although as early as 1969 Reid and Ringwood sugges
two orthorhombic structures, the calcium ferrite-type pha
(F phase from now on! and the calcium titanite-type phas
(T phase from now on!, as high-pressure forms fo
MgAl2O4,2 their structure and equation of state~EOS! have
not been fully characterized until very recently.1,3,4 The ob-
served unit lengths of the quenchedF phase at zero pressur
are consistent, but the zero-pressure bulk modulus (B0) var-
ies from 211 GPa~Ref. 4! to 241 GPa~Ref. 3!. Earlier static
compression measurements5 revealed that the cubic spine
phase (S phase from now on! decomposes into its simpl
oxides (MgO1a-Al2O3) at 15 GPa and 1000 °C. Furthe
pressure loading (;25 GPa) in shock-wave experiments le
to the proposal of a phase some 20% denser than spine
labeled e-MgAl2O4.6 More recent shock recover
experiments7 could not confirm the existence of this phas
Moreover, no evidence of it was detected in the experime
of Irifune et al.,1 and only traces were suggested
Funamoriet al.4 In addition, the room-temperature compre
sion measurements of Krugeret al.8 indicated that theS
structure remains as~meta!stable from 0 to 65 GPa. In th
latter work, an accurateS EOS is given by fittingB0 and its
pressure derivativesB08 andB09 to all thep-V data available.
0163-1829/2002/66~22!/224114~7!/$20.00 66 2241
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Calculations on the pressure effects on MgAl2O4 were
mainly directed to theS phase and its decomposition int
a-Al2O3 and MgO.9–13 Catti et al. studied the solid state
MgO1a-Al2O3→MgAl2O4 reaction to determine the equ
librium diagram of these systems.10 They predicted a zero
temperature decomposition pressure of 11 GPa, in agreem
with the experimental data, and gave Mg-O and Al-O bo
compressibilities up to 25 GPa. They also computed the e
tic behavior of the two phases and found aB0 value for
spinel some 10% larger than the observed. More recently,12,13

a microscopic analysis was proposed to understand the c
pressibility of theS phase in terms of ionic or polyhedra
contributions. These studies could explain the known co
mon response of the oxide spinels to applied pressure
prompted us to extend the theoretical analysis to the or
rhombic structures recently discovered. As far as we kn
only theT phase has been theoretically studied.14 This very
recent density-functional-theory~DFT! work includes local
density approximation~LDA ! and nonlocal~B3LYP! analy-
ses, and describes well the unit cell geometry and the ph
stability diagram, but givesB0(LDA) 5248 GPa and
B0(B3LYP)5222 GPa.

The aim of this work is to investigate the pressur
induced polymorphism of MgAl2O4 from a microscopic
point of view. Preliminary results where present
elsewhere.15 We used theCRYSTAL98 ~Ref. 16! code to per-
form DFT calculations of the crystal total energy as a fun
tion of the unit-cell volume. From these calculations we d
termined the equilibrium geometry for any given pressure
the 0<p<65 GPa range. Then we invoked the partition
the unit cell into space-filling elementary polyhedra to wr
down the bulk compressibility as a weighted sum of polyh
dral compressibilities17 and to give a microscopic interpreta
tion of the pressure response of this crystal in terms of io
displacements. This approach gives a plausible quantita
description of the behavior of MgAl2O4 up to 65 GPa, and
an interesting correlation between the computed phases
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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gram and the crystal structure.
Section II contains the algebra of the polyhedral partit

and the computational details of the total energy calculat
In Sec. III we present a microscopic analysis of the spi
compressibility, the calculated structure, and the EOS of
two orthorhombic phases, and a discussion of the isother
phase diagram. Our conclusions are collected in Sec. IV

II. COMPUTATIONAL MODELING

A. Polyhedral partition of the spinel unit cell

The cubic spinel belongs to theFd3̄m group, and its unit
cell contains eight MgAl2O4 molecules. The oxide ions a
the (u,u,u) positions form a distorted faced-centered-cu

packing. The eight Mg21 ions at (18 , 1
8 , 1

8 ) occupy the center

of tetrahedral interstices and the 16 Al31 ions at (12 , 1
2 , 1

2 ) are
the centers of the octahedral interstices. Since this unit
has 64 tetrahedral and 32 octahedral holes, there are
empty tetrahedra and 16 empty octahedra. The smaller
and larger charge of the Al31 cation produces au value
larger than 1/4, the ideal or regular close-packing value.
the same reason, the occupied tetrahedral~octahedral! inter-
stices are larger~smaller! than the ideal ones.

The unit cell can be partitioned into five types of polyh
dra that fill completely its volume: AlO6 , MgO4, O6 , (O4)1,
and (O4)2, with multiplicitiesnp516,8,16,8, and 48, respec
tively ~see Fig. 1!. Thus, analytical expressions relating t
crystal compressibilityk to the polyhedral compressibilitie
kp can be derived.12,17 We will use the subscripts ‘‘oct’’ and
‘‘tet’’ for the octahedral and tetrahedral case, respective
Superscript ‘‘o” ’’ will designate an empty polyhedron.

The polyhedral volumesVp can be expressed in terms
the cell volumeVcell or the molecular volumeV as simple
algebraic functions of the internal parameteru;18

Voct5128V•u•u38
2 /3, Vtet564V•uu18u3/3,

Voct
o” 5128V•u18

2
•uu12u/3,

FIG. 1. Polyhedral arrays in the cubic spinel structure
MgAl2O4: ~a! AlO6, ~b! MgO4, ~c! O6, and~d! (O4)1 and (O4)2.
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Vtet1
o” 564V•uu38u3/3, Vtet2

o” 58V•uu18u•uu38u/3, ~1!

whereui j 5u2 i / j .
The isothermal polyhedral compressibilities are the

verse of the polyhedral compressibility moduliBp ,

kp5
1

Bp
52

1

Vp
S ]Vp

]p D , ~2!

and they can we written in the general form

kp5k2gpS ]u

]pD , ~3!

where

goct51/u12/u38, gtet53/u18, goct
o” 52/u1811/u12,

gtet1
o” 53/u38, gtet2

o” 51/u1811/u38. ~4!

These expressions are algebraic examples of the assu
polyhedral-bulk compressibility relations holding for stru
tures with polyhedral linkages.19

It is also immediate to recover the crystal compressibi
as a weighted sum of polyhedral contributions:17

k5(
p

f pkp , f p5
npVp

V
. ~5!

Equations~1!–~5! collect all necessary elements for the pol
hedral analysis of the spinel structure.

B. Total energy and EOS fittings

Calculations have been carried out with theCRYSTAL98

package,16 using the all-electron basis sets reported by C
et al.10 and the B3LYP approximation.20,21 Convergence in
total energyE was better than 1025 a.u. in all cases. The
B3LYP approximation was extensively used in molecu
quantum chemistry and in solid state calculations wher
gave accurate descriptions of crystal structures, cohesive
ergies, and band gaps.22,23 We have computed the electron
band structure at selected points of the Brillouin zone for
cubic and orthorhombic structures.24 It is to be noted that our
choice of a common basis set for the three polymorphs
MgAl2O4 differs from the criterion of separate optimizatio
of the outer shells of the Mg, Al, and O atomic orbitals f
the S andT phases used by Catti.14

To compute the pressure effect, we first find the values
the geometrical parameters that minimizeE at a number of
fixed volumes using the Melder-Mead algorithm.25 Thus, in
the cubic structure, we optimizeu for each volume. In theF
andT structures, however, we optimize two unit-cell para
eters for each volume and keep the internal coordinates fi
to the observed values in CaFe2O4 and CaTi2O4,
respectively.26,27 In this way, a direct comparison with th
experimental equilibrium structural parameters can be p
formed since the diffraction patterns were obtained assum
the same atomic coordinates.4 These coordinates can ce
tainly differ from the actual values, but they seem to be ve
insensitive to the applied pressure.14

f
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QUANTUM-MECHANICAL SIMULATION OF MgAl 2O4 . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 224114 ~2002!
We represent the optimized (E,V) pairs by numerical and
analytical empirical functions, including the Vinet’s unive
sal EOS,28 as implemented in ourGIBBS code.29 The Vinet
equation gives the requiredp(V) relation, the zero-pressur
bulk modulusB0, and its first-pressure derivativeB08 . This
procedure has been particularly useful in the calculation
second derivatives from (E,V) data.

For any given pressure, a volume can be assigned to
elementary polyhedra by the same fitting procedure. T
this algorithm gives the EOS parameters of the polyhe
and their compressibilities. Our analyses rest upon the s
approximation, i.e., they are performed in the athermal li
with all zero-point energy contributions neglected.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Polyhedral analysis of the spinel EOS

The static equilibrium configuration for the spinel
found ata58.137 Å andu50.2635, in good agreement wit
the experimental values:a58.060 Å andu50.2624.30 As
the pressure increases, the computeda andu decrease. This
direct calculation of the pressure response of the normal
volume can be compared with recent experiments8 that found
this structure~meta!stable up to 65 GPa. TheV/V02p dia-
gram in Fig. 2 shows a good experiment-theory agreem
The best EOS parameters that describe the available ex
mental data of theS phase are:8 B0519661 GPa,B0854.7
60.3, andB0•B09'26. Our computed values are 201
GPa, 3.9, and -5.2. Our value forB09 supports the use o
hydrostatic-compression data rather than ultrasonic data,
give B0•B08'279666.8

In Table I we present the spinel response to hydrost
pressure in terms of the polyhedral decomposition introdu
in Sec. II A. First, we notice that each type of elementa
polyhedron shows a different pressure response~see also Fig.
3!. From Eq.~3! we see that ifu does not change with pres
sure, the polyhedral and bulk compressibilities coincide. T
situation can only be found in fully constrained structur

FIG. 2. Normalized volume-applied pressure diagram for
cubic spinel phase of MgAl2O4. Points and error bars are take
from Krugeret al. ~Ref. 8!. The solid line is the calculation of this
work.
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with rigid polyhedral linkages. Since spinel presents thr
dimensional edge-linked structures, the variation ofu with
pressure is expected to be moderate. Our computed valu
(]u/]p) is 24.3831025 GPa21. This number and the com
puted zero-pressuregp functions collected in Table I produc
polyhedral compressibilities in the range 4.0031023 to
6.0031023 GPa21, the bulk value being 4.97
31023 GPa21.

From this table and Fig. 3 we see that the polyhed
volumes reduce upon compression in the order (O4)1
,AlO6,(O4)2,bulk,O6,MgO4, the same trend can b
inferred from the experimental data.31 This is a general resul
for normal spinels containing divalent and trivalent catio
and having (]u/]p),0. Thus empty O4 tetrahedra have a
lower compressibility than MgO4, whereas AlO6 is more
difficult to compress than the empty O6 ~see alsokp values
in Table I!. This behavior can be described recalling the co
cept of ideal (u51/4) structure, which defines a referen
volume for each elementary polyhedron, and the empir
B;V21 relationship,19 that we assume to hold for empt

e

TABLE I. Decomposition of the bulk compressibility into poly
hedral contributions according to our zero-pressure calculationsnp

and f p are the number and fractional occupation of the polyhedra
the unit cell. f p

ideal refers to the fractional occupation in theu51/4
structure. Thegp functions are defined in Eqs.~3! and~4!. Volumes
in Å3 andkp in GPa21.

V0 (Å3) np f p f p
ideal kp31023 gp

unit cell 538.36 1 1 4.965

AlO6 9.402 16 0.2794 1
3

4.082 214.148

MgO4 3.816 8 0.0567 1
24

5.937 21.6555

O6 13.029 16 0.3872 1
3

5.343 10.2081

(O4)1 1.989 8 0.0296 1
24

3.423 226.914

(O4)2 2.771 48 0.2471 1
4

4.723 21.7528

FIG. 3. Pressure response of the normalized polyhedral volu
of the cubic spinel phase of MgAl2O4: ~a! (O4)1, ~b! AlO6, ~c!
(O4)2, ~d! bulk, ~e! O6, and ~f! MgO4, according to the presen
calculation. The reponse of the bulk volume is included for ref
ence.
4-3
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polyhedra. From these two ideas we deduce the follow
estimation for the polyhedral compressibility,

kp
est5k

f p

f p
ideal

, ~6!

which works with an average error smaller than 5%.
The results of our calculations indicate that element

polyhedra having volumes larger~smaller! than the corre-
sponding ideal volume show compressibilities larg
~smaller! than the bulk value. The observed relationship b
tweenkp2k and Vp2V means that the response of theS
phase to the applied pressure can be understood as an
rearrangement toward the ideal close-packed structure. T
we can say that the external pressure induces a transfo
tion that increases the local symmetry of the crystal by
ducing the distortion of the oxide sublattice.

B. Structure and EOS of the orthorhombic polymorphs

The structure of the two orthorhombic phases can be
scribed in terms of cationic polyhedra: Al31 shows a pseudo
octahedral coordination with four different Al-O distance
all of them similar to those in the cubic structure. Mg21 is
surrounded by eight oxides, six at the corners of a trigo
prism and close the other two to the centers of two pri
faces.26 These polyhedra have five~three! different Mg-O
distances in theF ~T! phase. The two basic differences b
tween these structures seem to be the existence of two
equivalent Al31 ions in theF form and the smaller polyhe
dral distortion in theT form.

The experimental studies on these two phases1,3,4 use the
atomic coordinates of CaFe2O4 and CaTi2O4 to describe the
zero-pressure unit cell. Both forms are nearly 10% den
than the cubic spinel. They are considered to be the m
dense known structures withAB2O4 stoichiometry.1,2 There
is a remarkable agreement among the three experimenta
ues of the zero-pressure molecular volumeV0 for the
quenchedF form, namely, 60.00, 60.00, and 60.08 Å3. The
zero-pressure structure of theT phase has only been exper
mentally described by Funamoriet al.,4 who gave V0
560.08 Å3.

TABLE II. Zero-pressure structural data for the ferrite-type a
the titanite-type structures of MgAl2O4 according to different ex-
perimental works and our calculations. Cell parameters in Å, m
lecular volume in Å3, B0 in GPa, andB09 in GPa21.

Calculated Experimental
this work Ref. 1 Ref. 3 Ref. 4

ferrite titanite ferrite ferrite ferrite titanite

a 8.671 2.812 8.631 8.634 8.649 2.778
b 10.08 9.200 9.969 9.966 9.977 9.211
c 2.837 9.588 2.789 2.789 2.785 9.394
V0 61.87 62.02 60.00 60.00 60.08 60.08
B0 214.9 214.8 24163 21166 20663
B08 4.2 4.9 4~fixed! 4 ~fixed! 4 ~fixed!

B09 20.028 20.037
22411
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In Table II we present our results for the pressure respo
of the unit lengths (a,b,c) of the orthorhombic phases. Firs
we notice that the calculated zero-pressure densities are
higher than the density of the spinel. The predicted increm
agrees with the experimental result. We also find that the
phases have very similarV0 values, titanite’s being 0.2%
higher. Our calculation does not permit a definite predict
of the relative densities of these two phases since their c
molecular volumes may demand an accurate determina
of the internal coordinates. In this respect, our results ov
estimate the equilibrium volume of theT phase by about 2%
in comparison with the fully optimized B3LYP unit cell ca
culated by Catti,14 but a similar result may be expected fo
the F phase. In Table II we can observe that the theoret
and experimental values of the unit cell parameters (a,b,c)
agree within a 2%.

Let us now turn to the EOS results.B0 values for the
orthorhombic polymorphs have been reported from Bir
fittings32 to the observedp-V data. In the range 0<p
<8.8 GPa, Yutaniet al.3 found B0524163 GPa for theF
phase, takingB0854. They also found that changingB08 from
2 to 6 movesB0 from 233 to 252 GPa. A lower value (B0

521166, B0854 fixed! for this structure is proposed b
Funamoriet al.4 using only the volume value at 33.4 GP
For theT phase, they obtainedB0520663, B0854 fixed. It
is noteworthy, however, that asingleBirch-Murnaghan curve
with B05210 GPa andB0854 describes correctly all the ob
served data for the two polymorphs,4 including those of
Yutani et al.3 SinceV0 is almost the same for the two phase
the relative value ofB0 is the key quantity to confirm a
pressure-inducedF→T transition.

Our EOS analysis covers the 0<p<48 GPa range for the
F phase and the 0<p<65 GPa range for theT phase. We
have found that these structures have a nearly isotropic p
sure response: the three unit lengths decrease at similar
with increasing pressure in both phases. Linear compr
ibilities computed with a monodimensional Vinet-lik
equation17,33 are roughly ka51.731023 GPa21, kb51.7
31023 GPa21, and kc51.331023 GPa21 for the two
phases. From these numbers we recoverB0 values consisten
with those deduced fromp-V data~see Table II!. Although
no experimental linear compressibilities are available,
measured (a,b,c) lengths reveal a nearly isotropic behavi
in the two polymorphs, theT form showing a lower splitting
of the compressibilities. Our calculation gives almost iden
cal bulk moduli,B0;215 GPa, for the two phases in agre
ment with Funamoriet al.4 At 33.4 GPa, we obtainV/V0
50.8842 for theF structure~0.8838 observed! and 0.8200
for theT form, where there is a single observedp-V point, at
64.3 GPa, withV/V050.8135. We see that our calculatio
gives a rather satisfactory description of the equilibriu
structures and pressure response of these two orthorho
phases.

C. Spinel decomposition and cubic-to-orthorhombic
transitions

In this section we study the stability of the cubic for
against compression in the static approximation. The e

-
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tence of kinetic hindrances associated with the decomp
tion of MgAl2O4 into the oxide mixture MgO1a-Al2O3 and
subsequent transformations into orthorhombic phases is
established. The oxides and the high-pressure polymo
have always been observed on heated samples,4 but Kruger
et al.8 found that theS form is ~meta!stable up to 65 GPa a
room temperature. In the experiments of Funamoriet al.,4

laser-heated samples with temperature peaks between
and 3000 K decomposed first into the oxide mixture, theF
phase is then identified around 30 GPa, and finally thT
phase is proposed as the most stable form above;40 GPa.
In all runs, residual cubic spinel was observed, ‘‘but
amount decreased significantly with pressure.’’4 Irifune
et al.1 found an oxide mixture at 15 GPa after heating eith
at 1000 or 1500 °C, and then ‘‘the sample was found
convert mostly’’ to theF structure at 26 GPa and 1500 °C
This orthorhombic phase was thus obtained from the ox
mixture. It may be well to recall here that a direct transf
mation from theS form to theF or T form without previous
oxide decomposition has recently been reported
MgCr2O4.34

The present calculation can not describe the kinetics
the transformations but it can be used to assign the h
pressure polymorphs to the regions of lower enthalpy in
phases diagram, sinceH is the appropriate thermodynam
potential in the static approximation. We expect that inc
sion of thermal effects would slightly modify the main fe
tures of the stability relations discussed here. To describe
static decomposition of MgAl2O4 into its simple oxides, we
performed calculations on MgO anda-Al2O3 using the com-
putational parameters adopted for the three polymorphs.
structure and EOS calculations are in good agreement
those of Cattiet al.10 and with the experimental data co
lected in that reference. From our computed zero-pres
molecular volumes and bulk moduli@V0518.87 Å3 ~MgO!,
V0543.42 Å3 (a-Al2O3), B05170.3 GPa~MgO!, and B0
5249.5 GPa (a-Al2O3)], we obtainV0562.29 Å3 and B0
5218.6 GPa for the oxide mixture, two numbers very clo
to those found for the orthorhombic polymorphs.

At zero pressure, the cubic phase is calculated to be 4
103.7, and 157.6 kJ/mol more stable than the oxide mixt
the F phase, and theT phase, respectively. As the pressu
increases, these differences reduce and we find that the
modynamically stable phase changes. According to our
culations, there is not aS→oxide mixture→F→T se-
quence, since the mixture has smaller enthalpy than the
orthorhombic structures for all pressures. TheF polymorph
has also lower enthalpy than theT form. Nevertheless, we
predict transformations from theS to the oxide mixture at
;15 GPa, to theF form at ;35 GPa, and to theT form at
;62 GPa. These results can be seen in the stability diag
of Fig. 4.

The resultingV/V02p diagram is depicted in Fig. 5. In
this plot,V0 refers to the zero-pressure molecular volume
the S structure. We indicate with arrows the change of v
ume involved in the transitions. At the transition pressurept ,
the relative changeDVt5@V2(pt)2V1(pt)#/V1(pt), where 2
and 1 stand, respectively, for the final andSphases, is abou
-7% for the three transitions. This result differs slightly fro
22411
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the relative change ofV0 since the compressibility of the
cubic spinel is only slightly greater than those of the hig
pressure phases. We note that the small differences am
the computedV/V02p curves of the three phases ca
doubts about the viability of aF→T transition. According to
our calculations, the thermodynamic requirement of volu
reduction for pressure-induced phase transitions is not
complished in this case. For the oxide mixture→F transition
the volume reduction at the observedpt525–30 GPa is al-
most negligible.

We have also evaluated the changes in compressib
and electronic band structure across the cubic
orthorhombic phase transitions. We foundDBt values of
15% and17% at the corresponding predictedpt for the S
→F and theS→T transitions, respectively. The calculate
DB0 turns out to lie within these two figures. At a give
pressure, the computedB for the orthorhombic structures ar
nearly identical. Thus sgn(DB)5sgn(DB0), and the denser
structures are predicted to be the less compressible.

The computed electronic band structure reveals that thS,
F, andT phases are insulators atp50, with direct band gaps
of 7.90, 7.07, and 6.53 eV, respectively, that increase w

FIG. 4. Thermodynamic stability diagram of MgAl2O4 in the
static approximation. The equilibrium curves are the enthalpy
ferencesH(p;J)2H(p;S), where S stands for the cubic spine
phase andJ runs over the mixed-oxide phase, the ferrite-type pha
and the titanite-type phase, as indicated.

FIG. 5. Calculated normalized volume-pressure diagram of
phase of MgAl2O4 studied in this work.V0 is the zero-pressure
molecular volume of the cubic spinel structure.
4-5
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pressure at a rate of;0.047 eV/GPa for the cubic and th
two orthorhombic phases. The bandgap is reduced by s
0.5 eV at p5pt(S→F) and by nearly 1.0 eV atp5pt(S
→T). On the other hand, the valence bandwidth increa
with pressure at about 0.025 eV/GPa in the three polym
phs. We calculate the broadening of this band at the tra
tion pressure to be 1.3 eV (S→F) and 2.1 eV (S→T).

Changes in observable properties induced by the ph
transitions can be related to different atomic arrangemen
the crystals. The Al31 coordination is sixfold in all cases bu
that of Mg21 is fourfold in the cubic spinel, sixfold in MgO
and eightfold in the orthorhombic structures. Moreover,
volume of the distorted AlO6 octahedra is almost the same
the four phases:Voct is only ;1.4% lower in the high-
pressure phases, atp50. Thus the higher density of th
orthorhombic structures can be traced back to the unit-
volumen reduction due to a more effective packing of
anions surrounding the Mg21 ions. In fact, DVoct(pt) is
much lower than the bulk transition volume.

In this way, the atomic displacements across theS→F
and S→T transitions are clearly related to the environme
evolution of the divalent cation. For example, atpt(S→F)
535 GPa, the cubic phase has four Mg-O distances of 1.
Å, and six Al-O distances of 1.854 Å. At the same pressu
the average of the eight Mg-O and the six Al-O short
distances in theF phase are 2.200 and 1.837 Å, respective
A similar behavior is found for theS→T transition. In these
pressure-induced transitions, we find that the aluminum
ordination does not change and the Al-O bond lengths
main almost unmodified, whereas the magnesium coord
tion increases and the Mg-O bond lengths become large
make the formation of new bonds feasible.

These bonding effects can be further characterized by
changes in bond strength associated with the transition.
property can be estimated by the reduction rate of the b
length upon compression. We compute this effect from
results of our calculations but the same conclusions can
derived using experimental data. Figure 6 collects these
ductions. In theSstructure, the Mg-O and Al-O distances a
about 1.94 Å atp50. The mean Mg-O distances in the oth
systems are 2.11 Å~MgO!, 2.30 Å (F), and 2.33 Å (T). The
mean Al-O bondlengths are 1.93 Å (a-Al2O3), 1.92 Å (S),
and 1.92 Å (T). These numbers are consistent with the
sults discussed above which present, in theS phase, alumi-
num octahedra harder to compress than magnesium tet
dra. In the oxide mixture, these two bonds shrink w
applied pressure as they do in the spinel. The orthorhom
structures display a different picture: the strength of the A
bond slightly decreases, that of the Mg-O bond increases
their bond compressibilities become nearly the same.

Thus, the relatively short Mg-O bonds in the cubic pha
tetrahedra become larger in the eightfold coordination of
orthorhombic phases but the higher coordination enhan
their strength and brings their compressility close to t
shown by the Al-O bonds. This effect suggests that we co
tentatively assign the origin of the ‘‘incipient lattice instab
ity’’ of the spinel phase reported by Chopelas a
Hofmeister35 to vibrational modes associated with the Mg-
bonds.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed quantum-mechanical calculations
the cubic spinel phase and two polymorphs of MgAl2O4, as
well as on the oxide components of this crystal: MgO a
a-Al2O3. From them we analyze the equilibrium structure
equations of state, and pressure-induced phases diagra
this material. We use density-functional-theory methods w
the hybrid, nonlocal B3LYP approximation as implement
in the CRYSTAL98 code.16 We find good general agreeme
with recent experimental and theoretical data on equilibri
unit-cell parameters and compressibilities, and obtain ort
rhombic phases;10% denser than the cubic spinel, wi
very similar zero-pressure bulk moduli about 215 GPa. L
ear compressibilities reveal an almost isotropic respons
these polymorphs to applied hydrostatic pressure.

The polyhedral decomposition of the spinel structure p
mits to identify the response of the polyhedral volumes
compression. Although some of the empty polyhedra turn
to be harder to compress than the occupied ones, we h
rationalized the whole behavior by invoking the idealu
51/4) anion packing and the empiricalB;V21 law. The
resulting image depicts the spinel response to compressio
an ionic rearrangement towards the ideal packing.

The computed phase stability diagram fails to predict
transition spinel→a-Al2O31MgO→ferrite-type
→titanite-type phase sequence, but the calculation tells
all the high-pressure phases can be obtained from the c
spinel upon compression. From this diagram we obtain tr
sition pressures using the static (T50 and zero-point effects
neglected! approximation, and from these quantities we co
pute transition values for a series of thermodynamic a
electronic properties, including volume, compressibili
band gap, and valence bandwidth. We also found that
pressure-induced ferrite-to-titanite transition is incompati
to our structural simulation because we obtain a posit
transition volume in this direction. These result should

FIG. 6. Calculated normalized distance-pressure diagram
Mg-O and Al-O bonds in the four phases of MgAl2O4 studied in
this work. Curvesa, b, c, and e stand for Al-O bond lengths in
a-Al2O3, theS, T, andF phases, respectively. Curvesd, f, g, andh
are Mg-O bond lengths in theT, F, MgO, and theSphases.d0 is the
zero-pressure distance for each bond.
4-6
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taken with caution due to our incomplete optimization of t
unit-cell coordinates in the orthorhombic structures.

The analysis of the cationic environments in different c
cumstances reveals that the increasing coordination of
Mg21 in passing from the spinel to the high-density pha
controls the microscopic changes associated to these t
formations. Whereas the AlO6 octahedra maintain the coo
dination, length, and compressibility across the phase tra
tion, the Mg-O bonds become larger and less compress
In the spinel structure these two types of bond show com
rable lengths but different compressibilities. In the orth
rhombic polymorphs the bond lengths become different
the compressibilities are about the same. In view of this
culiar behavior, we finally advance the conjecture that
r.

ld
.

e

ys

es

V.

h
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comparative weakness of the Mg-O bonds in the spi
might be at the origin of the lattice instability of thi
structure.
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